ARMORER'S CLEANING KIT
No: 91100
OIL-FREE Performance.
Treats 30 or more firearms, inside and out. Upgrade the
performance of your firearms with a better way to lube.
Non-stick oil-free surfaces repel fouling, powder residue
and dirt. Guns stay cleaner, more reliable and accurate
over more rounds – in any temperature and weather.
Enhances Accuracy
Eliminates Grime
Tunes Triggers
Stops Rust
Smooths Actions

TUF-CLOTH 30cm x 30cm 12" x 12": Revolutionary upgrade from oil and silicone rags; delivers
oil-free lubrication and protection for today's firearms, knives, tactical gear and collectibles. Quick
clean on your gun bench, the range or in the field. Spill-proof pack; long-lasting, lint-free
impregnated cloth.
- Slick action in any temperature – won't thicken from cold or thin out from heat
- Stops rust
- Micro-bonded shield
- Displaces moisture
- Gives metal a non-stick barrier
- Grit-free reliability
- Great for all conditions, metals & finishes, safe for wood and plastic
- Prevents fingerprint damage, tarnishing & dulling
SMOOTH-KOTE 14ml/1/2oz: Needle applicator; 56ml/2oz. Innovative replacement for gun oils and
CLP's. Fast-drying firearms lube and bore treatment. Protects internal surfaces against friction,
fouling, and wear. Micro-bonds to metal for excellent lubrication from -54ºC/-65ºF to 343ºC/650ºF.
- Non-stick shield repels dirt, eliminates grime
- Extreme fouling reduction enhances accuracy, bullet velocity and reliability
- Bore treatment without the buildup, no need to adjust charge weight
- Aids in barrel break in by reducing the number of rounds needed for the break in process
- Makes cleaning your gun simple, just brush off and re-lube
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HI-SLIP GREASE 12 cc Syringe: Lubricates, waterproofs-prevents rust, even in saltwater. All the
benefits of oil but stays put – will not migrate from -54ºC/-65ºF to 343ºC/650ºF. Synthetic blend
exceeds mil-specs for moly grease.
Lubricates and prevents galling on all types of metal- stainless steel, blued metal, titanium and
aluminum. Prevents corrosion from salt water, powder residue, sweat. Concentrated and extremely
long lasting- a little goes a very long way.
- Excellent for silky smooth actions
- Great for locking lugs, easier lock-up
- Prevents galling even under high loads and extreme conditions
- Aids gunsmiths and knife-makers in assembly tasks- holds springs and washers in place
BP-2000 POWDER 3 grams/0.1 oz: Unique dry lubricant for trigger jobs, fine-tuning feed ramps,
bores, bolts and slides. Made for the enthusiast, competitor and gunsmiths needing maximum
lubricity. Made from pure powdered sub-micron, passivated molybdenum disulfide with natural
micro-bonding to metal. Works on all types of metal.
- Reduces coefficient of friction, smoothes and lightens trigger pulls- great on sears, trigger bows
- When used with SMOOTH-KOTE, friction is reduced by as much as an additional 20%, compared
to oiled surfaces
- Gets rid of trigger creep for the crispest release
- Aids barrel break in by reducing the number of rounds needed for the break in process
- Oil-free and dry surfaces are non-stick – clean by brushing off and re-lubing
- PLUS accessories to treat your firearms, including detailed instructions, application brush,
patches, lint -free foam & cotton-tipped applicators, pipe cleaners, alcohol pads and gloves.
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